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DSI RF Systems Introduces
TMS-3000 HD Remote Camera System
DSI RF Systems located in Somerset, NJ is is debuting it’s newest outdoor remote camera system for traffic
and weather at the NAB 2007 Conference in Las Vegas, NV.
The TMS-3500 multi-format High Definition camera systems features the first to market, Panasonic AKHC1500 multi-format Camera and Canon HJ 17ex7.6B ITS HD lens to bring you a versatile, efficient outdoor
remote camera system at an affordable price. DSI prides itself on being the first to market with a HD Multi-format
remote camera system that features 1080 or 720 output. The TMS-3000 is paired with the DSI UCS-1000
Universal Camera Controller and the BT-1000 Slave unit for unparalleled live weather and traffic shots.
This system features a 2/3” 1-mega-pixel IT-CCD and Digital Signal Processor to achieve high picture quality.
The blue channel sensitivity has an excellent response ratio that allows deep blue colors to be vividly reproduced.
With a built in 14-Bit A/D converter, images are clear and sharp even when filming in dark or bright locations. The
TMS-3000 features a variable frame rate function allowing the user to create footage just like a film camera and
high sensitivity allows exceptional use in low light situations down to 0.015 lx.
DSI RF Systems has been providing transmitter facility design and installation to broadcasters for more than
20 years. With a team that is unmatched, DSI brings over 100 years of cumulative experience and know-how to
turn a station’s project ideas into a complete system solution that suits their needs. From remote cameras, to 2GHz
BAS service & installation, to transmitter installations, DSI is a one-stop shop for design, service & installation.
DSI’s latest developments include the RF~IPMAX system and the UCS-1000 universal camera controller that
allows a station to control cameras from various manufacturers.
Please visit us at NAB 2007 Booth number C1336.
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